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Strengthen your Home - Home Hardening 

Firebrand Safety Systems was founded in response to the latest 

codes and standards. We help home and business owners address 

their needs to make properties more resistant to wildfire.  

How do we do this? By reducing the exposure of building and home 

structures to ignition sources in the event of a wildfire.  

What is Home Hardening? Hardening your home means making your home and property 

stronger against the threat of a wildfire. We achieve this for our clients through the use of:  

• Ignition resistant materials on the exterior of the structure  

•  Prevention of burning wood or embers from gaining entry to the vented spaces of the  

  building  

•  Special screens in locations where the venting cannot be eliminated  

•  Fire suppression systems for exteriors 

•  Landscape planning for ground control 

•  Water source planning 

Prepare for wildfire by scheduling a home and property assessment with our Sonoma Wildfire 

Mitigation Specialist. Your personalized assessment will include Property evaluation and 

Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) Risk Assessment, Home and Property Hardening and 

Mitigation Strategies and Defending your home and property and evacuation planning.  

Talk to the professionals at Firebrand Safety Systems today to find out how we can support 

you. Call 707-303-7270.   

 

Fire Evacuation Planning - Firebrand’s GO KITs 

In an emergency evacuation, it’s hard to gather up your essential 

belongings in time to leave your home quickly and safely.  Our 

Sonoma fire preparation experts know that evacuating in the midst of 

a wildfire can be extremely scary and stressful. The last thing you 

need to worry about in a life-or-death emergency is gathering safety 

supplies.  

That is where our GO KITs come in. We’ve created a streamlined product we like to think of 

as a GO KIT for homeowners, increasing your personal safety preparation. Drawing on 

experience in firefighting and construction, our Napa fire safety team selected a series of 

products for yourself and your family to utilize if evacuation becomes necessary.  

Three GO KITs available: First Responder | The Survivor | The Defender 

Visit Firebrand Safety Systems at 3632 Airway Drive, Santa Rosa to pick yours up today. 

 

Battery Storage & Solar Power - Power Generation 

Recent years have seen significant progress and development in 

power generation, storage, and management solutions for residential 

properties and businesses. Firebrand Safety Systems help clients 

capitalize on these new developments to ensure their properties are 

equipped with the most cutting-edge upgrades and prepared for 

anything.  

We work with clients in designing plans unique to their specific properties, including services 

such as: Battery storage set-up, Solar panel installation coordination, Solar power 

management and home battery management.  

Partnering with the best! Recognizing concerns for Northern California residents, we have 

developed strategic partnerships with Sonnen, Kohler Power Generation, Cummins Power 

Systems and other companies. These partnerships enable us to deliver comprehensive 

power services and safety systems to our clients. We believe in making safer homes simpler 

by installing backup power you can count on. Interested in learning more about setting up an 

energy efficient back up power system for your home or business?   

Contact us and we will set up a consultation to discuss your concerns and potential solutions.  

 

We founded Firebrand Safety Systems to provide comprehensive solutions for the concerns 

home and business owners in our Northern California community face from wildfires and power 

shut-offs. As a total fire safety systems company, we are focused on the wellbeing of our 

community members. Our unwavering mission is to provide personal safety, emergency power 

generation, and property protection amid the uncontrollable and unforeseen circumstances 

surrounding wildfires. 
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